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TEACHERTOWN SPORTS

GREETINGS
We're lining up at the wire for another year and I hope you and I stop you long enough in the hustle and bustle of these opening days to say howdy and wish you plenty of prosperity in the scholastic endeavors of the days to come. Of course we can't let the season pass without a nod to the Freshmen who are wading around in the premises for the first time. By the looks of some of them there should be plenty of action when they appear on the field of sports ready to brush aside some veteran. So here's hoping that in the Freshman assemblies Wednesday morning there will be some lad who's due to spread the name of some varsity this year is open to all concern. Stop, Turn, Freshman constellations.

Soccer on TAP
I suppose that some of these Walter Nardelli will bargain forth with the first call for candidates for the varsity soccer eleven. It is due to have one tough time of it this fall trying to locate a combin­ation that will be able to match the measure of Harvard, Tech, Tufts and other power on the schedule. The only vets to be back at school are Lower, Nagle, and Nardy, Nardy, all of which means that the varsity this year is open to all concern. Stop forward, Freshman constellations.

TRADITIONAL TANGLE
Within two weeks the wow will add that sterotyped old phrase "Please don't forget the United Seniors and Sophomores all set for the annual sack tote, and when you chance upon the notice of the gaff get-together just give your Campus with acceleration for there you will witness one of the grandest tussles that a civilized individual could wish for without bunkering to call the cops. In years past it has been known that several Freshies inadvertently took a toss into the wet, wet water! the kind that equally enjoys Dimnet, but serious thoughts, there are al­ways a few who are able to gather in the state of the arts and the above-mentioned games both outfit dash for the a secret. Freshmen are welcomed. Very truly yours,

PENELOPE PINCE-NEZ
West Barnstable, Mass.

Soccer Team Needs
New Forward Wall

Soccer is the first varsity to sport leather around this year as there are so many positions on the team open that there is sure to be a battle royal staged for the posts.

As things now stand, Nardelli needs at least a whole new forward wall as Nagle is the only forward. Lower, is a full back, but there will be three half backs needed to plug the gap left by three staggering members of the team. Freshmen are missing in this short scoring of the material it may be seen that there never was a better opportunity to earn a varsity letter than the present fall, so get galling!

Soccer Schedule
Oct. 1—Harvard; away
Oct. 8—Tufts; away
Oct. 15—Tufts; Open Day
Oct. 22—Fitchburg; at Bridge­water.
Oct. 29—M.I.; at Tufts;
Nov. 5—Comm. Aggies; away

Women's Sports Directory

For the freshman sports-women there has been prepared a directory which includes the highlights of girls' sports, played on campus. The golf can be added this year. This is an afternoon sport.

Tennis is played when a court is available.

Hiking is a last resort when sports are low. W. A. A. is conducting a point system. Membership is ob­fering to obtain more information for participation in the sports listed (except walking). Awards are given for 250, 500, 1000 points accumulated.

Walking, although similar to hiking, requires no points. It is an after­noon sport, and it takes place on and about the campus.

Basketball is the standard winter sport. After this sport is signed for and during the winter vacation. The base­ball is played the entire list last year due to spread the name of B. T. C. and the other potent elevens on our campus. This fall trying to locate a combin­ation that will be able to take care of Nagle, as Nagle is the only forward. Lowder, Lowder, and Lowder's small-town back­ground has given me no opportunity for the full expression of my talents. I am therefore sure you can help me to become an intellectual success. Wilt you?

Sincerely,
J. WILLIAM HICKS,
East Shoonaw, Mass.

My dear J. William:
The poetry column of Campus Comment has always been a satirical means of self-expression for the intelligence of East Shoonaw.

Dear Normal Frog:
It is my ambition to graduate from Bridgewater with the highest average over there attained. In order to further my high aims I am applying to you for the secret of classroom success.

Very truly yours,
ERMENTRUDI OLIVER,
E. T. C. 4.

I must confess I do not frequent the bookshops in our small city. However, the secret of all success is hard work.

Dear Normal Frog:
The bookshops in our small city are inadequate. Because I wish to arrive in Bridgewater with a supply of books while I am seeking to send me a list of those I shall need.

Sincerely,
PENELope PINCE-NEZ

Miss Florence SNODGRASS

You will find "Perfect Behavior" a most useful book for freshmen. I should also advise you to buy from your big sister, or some one else's, one math notebook (complete), one biology notebook (complete), and one four-year gym notebook (complete).

All those interested in the "Let's Go To Boston Club" are referred to Mr. Dunlap. This is the newest and busiest active club at Bt H 2 O.